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1,3,1,4.4.5 3. Data Tab. The Data Tab is used to manage test data from various sources. Data in this tab can be imported from an Excel spreadsheet, a 3D object file from another 3D design product, or from one of the project's CAD files. Additionally, data can be tagged and cut into another tool. Tags are a way to associate data with another object. To tag data in the Data Tab, rightclick on the data in the Data Sheet and choose Tag from the context menu. 73. Before you can import test data, you must enable it for import by setting its importability to Yes and checking the box to Make it Read Only (The test data import setting is found at the top right side of the Data Tab). This tab also contains a Set Override section that allows you to override tags or image tags
that may already exist in the database. You can also use a list to override all tags, or select tags to override. 3. Import data from other databases within the same project. This is done by selecting the Import tab in the Project Options (can be accessed by pressing the N key from the Home tab). Here you can import data from files in your computer, 3D model exchange, or a database in the
Pro version of the product. In the import dialog you will specify the database to pull data from and the file to use. You can open a database in a new window by choosing the Add Database File button from the import dialog's context menu. In the import dialog, you will also have the option of resizing the opened database window and specify whether you want to open it as a new sheet or
as a new window in the workspace. 74. In this tab you have the option of navigating and sorting the data. You can navigate through the data by clicking on the navigate button (Look:), or drag the data around in the sheet by holding the mouse down and dragging (Mover). In addition, sorting can be done by clicking on the sort icon (Arrow) or by dragging the sort icon (drag). To sort the
data, right-click on the desired header of the data and choose from the Sort options. You can also set sorting by using the Set Sort Order command from the context menu. The Order By menu lets you select various options, such as sorting by Data1 or Data2, by Type or by Viewed or Date. The Use Multiple Columns setting is found in the multiple column option of
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